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NUCLEAR FUEL IN FRANCE

CURRENT STATUS REGARDING HIGH BURN-UP FUEL IN PVVR

FRENCH REGULATORY CONTEXT

a Since the french nuclear safety authority (DSIN) has set up the (JO:, any changes concerning
fuel products, fuel management, need an authorization from DSIN

• Since 1990 in order to complete acquaintance and knowledge regarding the behaviour of fuel
assemblies at high burn up, the DSIN gives derogations to the present limit for some reactors
and some fuel assemblies, within the limit of 50 GWd/t. (To day : 52GWd/t)

• The enrichment in uranium 235 for ifO? fuel is limited to 4,2 %

a The enrichment rate in Plutonium in MOX fuel musn't exceed 5.3 %. It will pass to 7,08 %.
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PWR Fuel LICENSING IN FRANCE FROM DESIGN
TO REPROCESSING

I- General overview on safety rules in the field of PWR fuel

The respective functions of public authorities, DSIN, (Directorate of nuclear
installations safety) and its technical support IPSN (Institute of protection and nuclear
safety) and operator are structured, in France as follows:
- the authorities define general safety objectives,(fuel criteria in fuel management)
- the operator proposes technical solutions, justifying that the objectives could
thereby attained, (design fuel project)
- the authorities assess the efficiency of the solutions proposed,
- the operator implements the approved provisions,
- the authorities check during inspections that the provisions have been correctly
implemented and draw their conclusions.

PWR Fuel

The DSIN authorization, with the support of its technical support IPSN implements
every kind of PWR fuel (and of course the FBR fuel), and the different kinds of fuel
management implemented by EDF utility, id est:
- U235 enriched uranium oxide fuel, until 4% U235, for 900, 1300 and ! 450 Mwe
reactors with or without gadolinium oxyde.
- mixed uranium and plutonium oxide fuel (MOX) for 900 MWe reactor

II- Fuel Licensing Issues

l l- l) The Formal regulatory context

Fuel licensing starts at the very beginning of the installation life. Indeed, the DAC
(authorization of creation ministerial order) authorizing an operator to crate a
nuclear reactor within anuclear power plant adresses important nuclear issues and
prescribes: • , - . • "

- the type of fissile material used (U, Pu);
- the close watch over coolant water radioactivity in order to defect possible fuel
leaks;
- conservative margins for fuel integrity in all plausible situations;
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- nature of the material employed and quality of the coolant in order TO limit
corrosion;

that vibrations and other mechanical phenomens must not affect the integrity of
the internal equipments ;

- that fuel handling and storage must be realized to avoid criticity risks and limit the
risk of fail and overheating.

Apart these general prescriptions, more particular licensing guides lines are specified
in the documents called FRS n°V-2 which its specific licensing guidelines and
requirements for fuel licensing, (see slides)

II-2) Fuel design and manufactoring requirements related to safety

Licensing guidelines for nuclear design are specified in the so-called standard review
plan (SRP) letter SIN n°2273/78 of november 13, 1978 and are directed toward
ensuring that various fuel design limits or acceptance criteria are not exceeded.
These guidelines deal with definition of limits concerning :

fuel system damage
fuel failure machanisms
fuel coolability assurance.

They are reviewed for areas affected by evolution of modes of fuel management
and particular operations modes.

Generally, the introduction of a new design, in France, has been standard practice
for almost 18 years.

insertion of a lead assembly on a case-by-case basis,
insertion of demonstration assemblies.

There is no formalized licensing procedures requested for such lead assemblies. The
documents package from different fuel designers reviewed by the EOF utlity must be
supplied to DSIN for any new type of fuel assembly. They must be in full compliance
with alia requirements defined above.

Up to now, the authorizations have been delivered for all types of fuel designs under
the following considerations:
- all design criteria are respected with regard to the thermomechanical behaviour

of the rod and the assembly,
the risk of cladding rupture by PCI can be excluded
no effect of the load follow or grids follow operations on the ciadding.
R&D program to verify for high burn up

the pertinence of the existing initiated criteria for RIA.
for the LOCA, the behaviour of the cladding under quenching

condition.

11-3) Limitation during reactor operation

Since the first loading permit of the nuclear power plant, limited to a three batch
core management with a 3.25 % U235 enrichment and a steady state, following
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evolutions have been proposed by the utility to improve the operating conditions of
the nuclear power plant :

load following, load regulation and frequency control, which have pointed out
the importance and the limitations associated to PCI phenomena. Therefoe, the
DSIN requires from EDF complementary studies on PCI phenomena for transient
situations, to ensure rod integrity. Those special requirements lead to more
restrictive limits for emergency sutdown (delta T) and to a reduction of the
operating range (P, delta I).

- for 900 MW plants, the new hybrid pattern (3 batch MOX and 4 batch UO2-
Garance (*) has been implemented .

- for 1300 MW plants- the four batch patterns (3.1% U235 enrichment) lead to a
reduction of the operating range for the negative axial-offset (only one
reloading).

- The limitations related to the future Cyclades management.

Moreover, operating limitations are required in technical specifications to ensure the
safety of the plant during normal and accidental situations.
For example, these limitations concern the primary fluid activity, rod insertion limits,
for following conditions.
(*) Garance : new fuel management resulting of the reexamination of the 900MW reactors safety
studies

11-4) Safety goals and associated limits

Safety goals require that no damage or limited damage may occure on fuel during
a transient according to its estimated frequency (P).
To fulfil this requirement, criteria described on the slide have been established for
each condition of transients.

- 3 class conditions transients related to( P) here aboved mentionned.
- Single rod ejection.
- Loss of coolant accident

The generic safety demonstration is based on the RCC/P and on accident studies
which demonstrate that ail these criteria are met. This is the scope of the safety
report package which must be agreed by DSIN before each new fuel loading.

Ill- Fuel safety documents for reloading

The operator has to present, prior to loading the fuel to DSIN :
- The DSS (fuel reloading safety document) specific to a reactor and to a bunch of

assemblies. It underlines that all the specific criteria associated with the the fuel
assemblies to be reloaded are respected.
The safety evaluation method and key parameters used for establishing a

specific DSS are justified in the DGS ( generic fuel reload safety evaluation
document).
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IV- On going research program related in nuclear fuel

The Cabri- REP program was set up to better understand the effect of burn-up on
the fuel (UO2 and MOXj behaviour during a reactivity initial accident.
Various experiments are also asked to the utility to assure the safety behaviour of the
cladding of the rod related to high burn up.

V- The fuel reprocessing related to manufactoring

See the the document« basic approach to fuel design and QA/QC in fuel
fabrication in France

VI-Fuel Transportation

It must be considered that the radioactive material transport regulations have
two separate objectives.

- security, or physical protection, consists in preventing loss,
disappearance, theft and misuse of nuclear materials (usable in
weapons, for wich the Senior Official for Defense at the Secretariat
for Industry is the responsible authority.

- Safety consists in controlling the irradiation contamination and
critically hazards involved in radioactive material transportation,
ensuring that man and the environment undergo no ill-effects.
Safety supervision falls, from 1997, the competence of the DSIN.

Let us remember that, for each radionuclide, a reference activity level is defined, where the
lowest levels correspond to the most noxious products. This value is called :

Al for materials in a special form (guaranteing no dispersion) and,
A2 in all other cases.

For example, for Pu 239, A1 = 2 TBq and A2 = 2. IO4 TBq

The packages fall into one of four categories. The fissile packages, type B
must be so designed to ensure their containment, sub-criticality and radiation
shielding functions under accident conditions.

By delegation and after technical examination of the documents by IPSN.the
DSIN gives its approval to the package models complying with the regulations
and validates authorization issued by authorities in other countries for inland
transport in France.

Annual Traffic :

In 1997, the largest consignments concern about 300 shipments per year for
fresh fuel. 450 for spent fuel, about 10 for MOX fuel and about 50 lor plutonium
oxyde power.
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VII- Conclusion

With the technical support of IPSN, DSIN carries out a thorough review of the
adequation between the different types of fuel and the fuel operation modes, and
the safety criteria. The authorizations delivered are based in particular on the
technical analysis of the theoritical and experimental demonstration, by the utility, of
the compliance with these criteria.
Nowadays, the utility must demonstrate more accurately than before the safety of
the new fuel reload in all aspects of the fuel cycle and related to the quality
assurance of the codes used to the demonstration.
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Tables and Figures

Different kinds of Fuel Management

Fuel Management Characteristics Cycle Length
(Months)

900 Mwe Reactor quarter of core reload- with UO2 12
initially enriched at 3.7% of U235

900 Mwe Reactor quarter of core reload for 3.7% UO2 12
Hybride MOX and one-third reload for MOX fuel

1300 Mwe Reactor One-third core with UO2 initially 18
Extra long cycle enriched at 4% of U235
"Gemmes"

1300 Mwe Reactor One-third core initially enriched 12
Standard at 3.1% of U235

1450 Mwe Reactor Quarter of core with UO2 initially 12
enriched at 3.4% of U235

900 Mwe near future
CPO Reactor
CYCLADE-
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CATEGORIES OF EVENTS CONSIDERED IN THE SAFETY DEMONSTRATION

f" —

CAT

1

-

•4""

i
1

APPARITION
FREQUENCY

I

one lime/year
And per unit
ltolO'-/r.y.

on lime in the
plant life
10": 10 10"Vr.y

TJrY"
improbable
Case
10-4 to 10-6
/'r.v

RADIOLOGICAL
CRITERIA

over year site
Release
authorization respect

site release autho-
rization respect per
incident

5 mSV on organism
15 mSV on thyroid

150 MSV on whole
organism
450 mSV on
thyroid in 2 hours in
site limit

DESIGN
CRITERIA

first barrier integrity
(fuel cladding)

first harrier integrity
(fuel cladding)

-DNBR> 1.30 or 1.17
- linear power density
590W/cm

Core geometry kept
- limited number of rod
entering in DNB

- molten fuel volume <
10%
of the total fuel volume

Coolabie core
Geometry kept

(same design criteria than
category 3
- P < 190 bars

EXAMPLES

- power operation, hot standby
- load following, load regulation,
frequency control

- uncontrolled RCCA withdrawal
(subcritical/at power).
- mispositionning or drop of one RCCA
Bank,
- uncontrolled boric and acid dilution

(intervention operatoor delay > 20 mm)
- spurious opening ofa secondary system
valve

(non return to criticalitv i.e MOX
reload)

- loss of reactor coolant (small breaks),
- forced reduction of reactor coolant How
- withdrawal ofa single RCCA at power

- main stealine break
- main feed line break,
- single RCCA ejection,
- Reactor coolant pumpl locked rotor...

COMPLEMENTARY
FRENCH SAFETY
REQUIREMENTS

PCI
PHENOMENON

STUDIES

HIGH BURN UP EFFECT !

RIA
I.OCA

Noia : it is admitted than an event ofa category N never lead to an event of category N •»• I
(classification issued from ANS: ANS 18.2 - AUGUST 1973)
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SLIDE N°l

The design and management of nuclear fuel have seen many changes in France the last few years.,
changes in fuel management methods, changes in fuel products.
Such changes are essentially brougth about by the operating organisation in order to increase the
fuel performances.
Such structural changes will enable to improve the global behaviour of the fuel under irradiation
and allow an increase of the discharge burn-up before unloading

The French safety authority is not a priori opposed to the changes fostered by international
competition in the nuclear fuel market . But it has to ensure that, at each step, identified safety
problems are being analysed and resolved appropriately.

My presentation will try to give a comprehensive view of the main regulatory actions of The French
nuclear safety authority, the DSIN (Nuclear Installations Safety Directorate), supported by the
Institute for Nuclear Safety and protection in the field of high burn-up fuel.

Firstly, I will bring back to you the french regulatory context regardin ghigh burn-up fuel . We will
have :a short revie of the general organizational structure implemented in France, to control nuclear
safety, the actual limits in France concerning nuclear fuel, the management methods applied in
French PWR.

Secondly e ill step on the most recent actions concerning high burn-up, especially regarding fuel
assemblies deformations.
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Slide n° 2

Governmental oganisation to control nuclear safety

Prior to refering to the way the French nuclear safety authority deals with changes in nuclear fuel,
we should have a general understanding of the government authorities organizational structure for
checking technical nuclear safety, which is one aspect of the regulatory action in this field.

The government bodies in charge of nuclear safety

The ministry in charge of industry and the ministry in charge of the environment are responsible,
within the French government, for matters relating to the safety of civil nuclear installations The
main bodies involved in nuclear safety and working for the to ministries are the High Counsil for
Nuclear Safety and information (CSSIN ), mainly in charge of supplying information relating to
nuclear installation creation and modification licences and the Nuclear Installations Safety
Directorate (DSIN).

The DSIN is specialized department which works for the ministry in charge of industry and for the
ministry of the environment. Its principal tasks are to handle licensing procedures for basic nuclear
installations to organize and head the surveillance of such installations during all stages of their life
(construction, operation, decommissioning), and to draw up and monitor the application of the
general regulations.

The technical support bodies of the French nuclear safety authorities

fn making its decisions and analyses, the DSIN is mainly assisted by the [PSN (Institute for Nuclear
Safety and Protection). The IPSN carries out technical safety analyses making it possible to acess
the provisions made by the operating organisations of nuclear installations. The DSIN can also ask
the advice and recommandations of group of experts such as the Standing Groups and the Standing
Nuclear section of the Central Commission for Pressure Vessels.

The scope of the trench nuclear power program arid its development during ihe eighties led the
governmental safety authorities to create additional means of checking technical safely .As the
means were strenghten. the need was felt to devolve the monitoring of nuclear installations to the
regional directorates for industry research and the environment (DRIRI:) so as benefit from the
efficiency resulting from geographical proximity to the installations.
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Slide n° 3

The former concisely described the general organizational system implemented by the French
govermental authorities in order to control nuclear safety We will now focus on its applications in
the more restricted field of nuclear fuel

As a general rule the DSIN intervenes at all the stages of the installations life and establishes
general safety objectives.

The operating organisation proposes the technical means enabling them to be reached and justifies
such means

The DSIN checks, with the aid of its technical supports bodies (mainly the IPSN and the Standing
Groups) the adequacy of these means in relation to the objectives, and if necessary makes
recommandations before approving them

Then,d the operating organisation implements the approved dispositions. Finally, the DSIN verifies,
particularly during inspections, the proper implementation of these dispositions and draws
conclusions.
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Slide n° 3

The former concisely described the general organizational system implemented by the French
governmental authorities in order to control nuclear safety We will now focus on its applications in
the more restricted field of nuclear fuel

As a general rule the DSIN intervenes at all the stages of the installation4s life and establishes
general safety objectives.

The operating organisation proposes the technical means enabling them to be reached and justifies
such means

The DSIN checks, with the aid of its technical supports bodies (mainly the IPSN and the Standing
Groups) the adequacy of these means in relation to the objectives, and if necessary makes
recommandations before approving them

Then,d the operating organisation implements the approved dispositions. Finally, ihe DSIN verifies,
particularly during inspections, the proper implementation of these dispositions and draws
conclusions.
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Slide n° 4

Increase of fuel discharge burn-up

The operating organisations willingness to take better advantage of the nuclear fuel performance
levels drove them to contemplate fuel burn-up increase. For instance, the GEMMES fuel
management system is indeed based on the use of fuel reaching discharge burn-up arond 52 GWD

To day, the French safety authority has set up the UO2 fuel burn-up limit to 52 GWd/T in assembly
average.
On the other hand, the French safety authority has set bound to 37 GWd/t in assembly averatie for
MOX fuels.

For memory, the maximal enrichment rates used for PWR fuels are :

4 % in uranium 235 for U02 fuel
5,3 % in plutonium for MOX fuel.
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Slide n° 5 et 6

Current fuel management method

Nowadays, the french operators applies four types of fuel management methods for the 900 MW
reactors and 2 for the 1300 MW reactors.

For the 900 MW reactors, they consist of:

- one four batch core management using UO2 fuels caracterized by 3,7 % enrichment
in U235 isotope with an average discharge burn-up of 45 GWd/t

one hybrid core management mixing UO2 and MOX fuels, with an average
discharge burn upof 35 GWd/T for MOX

For the 1300 MW reactors, they consist of:

on three batch core management using UO2 fuels caracterized by 3.1 % enrichment
in U235 isotope, with an average discharge burn up of 35 GWd/1

- one three batch core management using UO2 fuels caracterized by 4 % enrichment
in U235 isotope called GEMMES with an average discharge burn up limited to
47 GWD/t

For instance, this limit will be exceed after the second cycle.

Actually, more than 10 reactors of 1300 MW are managed with GEMMES method.
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Slide n° 7

Requests from the French operator EDF

The request for taking PWR fuel from mean discharge burn-up of 47 GWd/t to
52 GWd/t was first submitted in 1989.

In april 1997 EdF has presented to DSIN the new CYCLADES management
medhod which will be applied on CPO reactors (Fessenheim and Bugey) after 1999.

This new management method is caracterized by :
- 4.2 fuel enrichment rate in U235,

. - cycle lenght = 18 months.

Moreover, EdF wishes for obtaining a new license for using around 7% Pu MOX
fuel in 900 MW reactors.
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Related Actions of the French Nuclear authority

- At first, the DSIN considered that proof of safety was not completed and that the
current authorized limit of 47 GWd/t limit can be excceeded.

- If the operating experience and the examinations already carried out on highly
irradiated fuels tend to indicate that high burn up can be achieved in normal
operating conditions, the results of research programms (starded in France and in
other countries) indicated that, in some incident situations, highly irradiated fuel
suffer considerable damage.

- In 1996, DSIN has consulted the standing Group in charge of power reactors who
has confirmed the DSIN 's approach.
In particular, the validity of the derogation to the present limit, given at first time,
for a few reactors, each year since 1991 has been confirmed. (in that case, the
derogation allows some assemblies to reach 50 GWd/t)

- Since then, EDF has been asked to complete his file with a qualified study
rules regarding the accidental control rod ejection which is the main postulated
initiator of a Reactivity Insertion Accident (RIA)

- Futhermore, DSIN has asked to EDF to define a new safety criteria concerning the mean
enthalpy (energy deposition) level in case of RIA to justify that failures of rod which
happened .*•
irTCabri reactor, cannot occure in PWR .
- EDF has also to proove that the fuel assemblies deformations are not getting
worse between 47 and 52 GWd/t.
The Reactor Standing Group of 1998 permits to DSIN to authorize 52 Gwd/t.
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Slides 9 and 10

Fuel assemblies deformation control rod drop off time test

Nonconformances affecting insertion of control rods in the dashpots provided to
slow down the rods when they are almost fulfy inserted were observed since 1996, almost
all on 1300 MW reactors.

After the problems with the deformation of high burn ip fuel occured at South
Texas, Wolf Creek and in some 1300 MW reactors in France, DSIN asked to EDF to
implement a follow up during reactor's exploitation, especially for those managed with a
determined method (GEMMES)- a new safety criteria concerning the control rod drop off
time has been defined Ts<2,2 s).

N.B, For memory. T5 is the time elapsed between the control rod begin to shut down till it pass through the
dashpot. Therfore, some of reactors are under strenghten surveillance.

At the present time, it would seem accepted that the higher fuel assembly burn up fraction
is one of first explanation. It would be an aggraving factor related to perceptible increase
In assembly deformations due to changing operating conditions and the resulting
continuous modifications made to fuel assembly basic structures by the manufacturers.

Fuel assembly suppliers need to proceed to design modifications of the skeletton
assemblies.
The associated development programs lead to definition of one or several criteria
determining wether a fuel assembly is suitable for positioning beneath the control rods.


